Why Bodies?

Given the prominence of bodies in the socioemotional environment, it is rather puzzling that in the last decades, with the meteoric rise of research publications on social and affective neuroscience, body perception has received little attention. While the amount of neuroimaging studies on face perception has increased dramatically, the studies on body perception still lag behind significantly. It is seemingly presumed that faces are a more universal and consistent carrier of (emotional) information than bodies. However, recent behavioral and neuroimaging research shows that recognition performance of bodily expressions is fairly similar to that of facial expressions (Atkinson, Dittrich, Gemmell, & Young, 2004; de Meijer, 1989; Dittrich, Troscianko, Lea, & Morgan, 1996; Hadijkhani & de Gelder, 2003; Wallbott, 1998) and that bodies activate an extensive network of brain regions, including regions that are responsive to faces (Downing, Jiang, Shuman, & Kanwisher, 2001; Schwarzlose, Baker, & Kanwisher, 2005; Spiridon, Fischl, & Kanwisher, 2006; van de Riet, Gzres, & de Gelder, 2009). Bodies carry information on the actions and, possibly, intentions of others (di Pellegrino, Fadiga, Fogassi, Gallese, & Rizzolatti, 1992; Fogassi, Gallese, Fadiga, & Rizzolatti, 1998) and are highly relevant for transferring social cues (de Gelder, 2006; Keysers, Kaas, & Gazzola, 2010). With the recent shift in neuroscience towards more ecologically valid stimuli (Bartels & Zeki, 2004; Hasson, Nir, Levy, Fuhrmann, & Malach, 2004), the interest in the body as a natural and socially significant stimulus has risen.

Behavioral Studies on Body Perception

Body Processing

At the behavioral level, there is clear evidence that both faces and bodies are processed as a configuration rather than as an assemblage of separate features. This is indicated by the ability to perceive a complex image as an integrated whole. A classical way of measuring people’s ability to do so is to compare recognition performance for the same stimulus shown in its canonical orientation or upside down (Yin, 1969). The resulting difference in performance has been dubbed the ‘inversion effect,’ referring to the loss of performance when upside-down stimuli have to be recognized, compared with upright stimuli.

Contrary to what is often assumed, this is not specific to faces. A similar loss of performance is also observed for other stimuli, for example, landscapes. Recent findings show that recognition of both faces and bodies presented upside down is relatively more impaired than recognition of other objects presented upside down, when recognition rates of each category are compared with recognition rates of the inverted counterpart (Reed, Stone, Bozova, & Tanaka, 2003). This suggests that bodies, like faces, are processed configururally.

Body Affect Recognition

In addition to investigating how bodies are perceptually processed, another line of research explored how bodies convey information. Ekman first investigated bodies as affect communicators in 1965. While he concluded that faces and bodies communicate affect in a different manner, more recent behavioral research shows that recognition performance of expressions is quite similar for face and body stimuli. This applies to studies with static as well as dynamic whole-body stimuli. The available studies have indeed found a high degree of agreement among observers (Atkinson et al., 2004; de Meijer, 1989; Dittrich et al., 1996; Hadijkhani & de Gelder, 2003; Wallbott, 1998). In order to further investigate body expressions with neuroimaging techniques, a stimulus set of still whole-body expressions has been developed: the bodily expressive action stimulus test (BEAST; de Gelder & Van den Stock, 2011). All displayed bodily emotions (happy, sad, anger, and fear) in this stimulus set were correctly categorized in at least 85% of the cases. A similarly high consensus is found for video clips depicting emotions or instrumental actions performed with a specific emotion, for example, hearing the doorbell and opening the door in an angry way (Gzres, Pichon, & de Gelder, 2007). Recognition rates were around 10% higher for dynamic images than for their still counterparts. Naturally, these rates increased another 10% when the face was not blanked out. However, higher recognition rates for the addition of dynamic and facial information may simply be related to the amount of information in the stimulus. Obviously, there is more information in a video clip than in a still image, and showing the full face rather than blurring it adds more information again. In short, it appears that consensus for recognition of bodily expressions among viewers is as substantial as the consensus for recognition of facial expressions when tested with comparable stimuli under similar viewing conditions.

Interaction between Faces and Bodies

In the real world, bodies and faces are almost never perceived in isolation, but rather as an integrated whole. Two behavioral studies investigated how recognition of facial expressions is influenced by the accompanying whole-body expressions. Meeren, van Heijnsbergen, and de Gelder (2005) presented
participants with congruent (fearful face on fearful body and angry face on angry body) or incongruent (fearful face on angry body and angry face on fearful body) compound stimuli, while they had to categorize the facial expression and ignore the bodily expression. The results showed that recognition of the facial expression was biased towards the emotion expressed by the body language, as reflected by both the accuracy and reaction time data. In a follow-up study, facial expressions that were morphed on a continuum between happy and fearful were then combined with a happy or fearful whole-body expression (van den Stock, Righart, & de Gelder, 2007). Again, the ratings of the facial expressions were influenced towards the emotion expressed by the body, and this influence was highest for facial expressions that were most ambiguous (expressions that occupied an intermediate position on the morph continuum).

In conclusion, behavioral research has shown that bodies are perceived as an integrated whole and its expressions are well recognized. When face and the body expressions are shown simultaneously, they exert influence on each other even if the task demands recognition of only one.

**Neural Basis of Body Perception**

Neuroscience research has further investigated the processing of bodies by looking at its underlying neural mechanisms. Single-cell recordings and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have revealed brain areas that are specifically responsive to bodies. Also, bodily expression of emotion and action has been shown to activate unique brain networks that help us understand social signals of others. Since a large proportion of neuroscience research in the last decade has focused on face perception, it has formed a natural starting point for the study of body perception. Upon its first appearance in 1985; Wachsmuth, Oram, & Perrett, 1994). These cells in the STS seem to be responsive to not only moving stimuli but also static images that imply motion, suggesting a role in social perception. This role of the STS and specifically posterior STS in body perception has since been confirmed in studies using social signal stimuli (e.g., Allison, Puce, & McCarthy, 2000; de Gelder & Partan, 2009; Peelen, Atkinson, & Vuilleumier, 2010).

**Body action**

While the perception of bodies is the main focus in this article, we cannot omit influential work that has been performed on the perception of motor action, since body representation and action are so closely linked. In 1996, a group of researchers discovered ‘mirror’ neurons in the parietal and premotor cortices of the macaque monkey brain. These neurons were seen to discharge not only when the monkey performed an action but also when observing an experimenter or another monkey performed the same action (di Pellegrino et al., 1992; Fogassi et al., 1998). These results support the notion that when one observes the action of another, the motor program of the observed action is activated in the observer’s brain. The same seems to hold for bimodal visuotactile neurons in the monkey parietal cortex when observing visual or tactile stimuli placed on others’ body parts (Ishizu, Amemiya, Yumoto, & Kojima, 2010). It seems to be only a small step then to go on suggesting that observers use their own motor system to perceive the action of others. Indeed, current evidence suggests that the extent and level of activity within these regions are constrained by the observer’s motor abilities, in both monkeys (Rochat et al., 2010; Umiltà et al., 2008) and humans (Calvo-Merino, Glaser, Grèzes, Passingham, & Haggard, 2005; Calvo-Merino, Grèzes, Glaser, Passingham, & Haggard, 2006; Cross, Hamilton, & Grafton, 2006).

While these single-cell recording studies provide information on the specificity of activation in neuronal populations to different types of body-related stimuli, the extent to which these region-specific mechanisms function similarly in humans can only be tested noninvasively using positron emission tomography or fMRI studies.

**Evidence from fMRI Studies**

**Neural representation of neutral bodies**

Since a large proportion of neuroscience research in the last decade has focused on face perception, it has formed a natural starting point for the study of body perception. Upon its first
discovery, the FFA was seen as a main hub for processing faces (Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997; Sergent, Ohta, & MacDonald, 1992). Together with other category-selective areas in the OTC, it was thought to form a network of brain regions that processed specific types of objects. However, evidence emerged that the FFA, rather than being a face-specific region, might reflect experience-based specialization (Gauthier & Tarr, 1997). In a similar fashion, the body perception literature has initially focused on finding the ‘body region’ like the FFA. Functional MRI in monkeys revealed specialized patches for faces and bodies within the object-selective cortex (Kourtzi, Tias, Altmann, Augath, & Logothetis, 2003; Pinsk, DeSimone, Moore, Gross, & Kastner, 2005; Tsao, Freiwald, Knutsen, Mandeville, & Tootell, 2003). These results can be linked to the human object-selective cortex, since evidence has been provided that there are similarities in object representation in the monkey and the human brain (Kriegeskote et al., 2008). Additionally, the macaque and the human face show close anatomical correspondence, as well as the face and body processing systems (Pinsk et al., 2009; Tsao, Moeller, & Freiwald, 2008).

In humans, fMRI investigations into the brain basis of body perception have shown that bodies activate (to smaller or larger extend) the same brain areas that were hitherto associated with the perception of faces (for reviews, see de Gelder, 2006; Peelen & Downing, 2007). It has been suggested that the mid-fusiform gyrus (FG) might contain multiple closely spaced category-selective regions that are partially overlapping (Peelen & Downing, 2005). One such region in the mid-FG, the fusiform body area (FBA), partially overlaps with the FFA but was found to respond to whole bodies (Hadjikhani & de Gelder, 2003; Peelen & Downing, 2005; Schwarzlose et al., 2005; Spiridon et al., 2006). This has also been confirmed for perceiving bodily expressions (van de Riet et al., 2009). Moreover, earlier research has revealed a distinct area in the occipitotemporal cortex (OTC), the so-called extrastriate body area (EBA), that activates more to neutral bodies than to other object categories, including faces (Downing et al., 2001). These category-specific results have mostly been studied using neutral bodies. When viewing whole-body expressions, activity in a wide network of brain areas is elicited, including, but not confined to, other areas previously associated with perception of facial expressions, like the STS. Other brain regions involved in body perception include the superior occipital gyrus (SOG) and the parieto-occipital sulcus (POS). Functional analogies have been proposed between the relatively early face feature-sensitive OFA and the body part-sensitive EBA on the one hand and between the later face-sensitive FFA and body-sensitive FBA on the other hand (Taylor, Wiggett, & Downing, 2007). This was hypothesized on the basis of their anatomical proximity as well as their relative sensitivity to facial features and body parts. Analogous to face processing, Taylor et al. (2007) suggested that the EBA might process the separate body parts and that this information is subsequently integrated as a whole in the FBA.

However, next to the object representation model that presumes category-specific modules in OTC, there is also growing evidence for another model in which visual features are represented in a distributed manner in OTC and objects are expressed as a combination of these features (Haxby et al., 2001; Tsunoda, Yamane, Nishizaki, & Tanifuji, 2001). Recently, Weiner and Grill-Spector (2011) investigated EBA using convergent evidence from anatomical landmarks, visual field maps, and functional stimulus comparisons. They conclude that EBA must not be considered a single area but that there is a sparsely distributed network of body representations. Within this network, at least three different separate limb-selective activations can be distinguished, which might be even further parcellated with newer techniques in the future. Importantly, the authors speculate that the three limb-selective activations, which are organized in a crescent surrounding hMT+, may be a direct reflection of underlying anatomical differences between MT+ and the surrounding cortex. It is not yet well understood what the specific functions are of these anatomically defined areas.

Bodies versus faces

Only a few fMRI investigations in humans have made a direct comparison between faces and bodies (emotional body parts: Grosbras & Paus, 2006; neutral: Thompson, Hardee, Panayiotou, Crewther, & Puce, 2007). Since bodies and faces have very different visual features, direct comparison of these categories should be interpreted with care. van de Riet et al. (2009) showed that when comparing the hemodynamic responses of faces versus bodies, the perception of bodies triggered a broad network of brain areas, including areas previously associated with perception of faces – including the FG, the STS, and the middle occipital gyrus. Additionally, the SOG, the POS, and the intraparietal sulcus responded more to bodies than to faces. Areas more responsive to faces than bodies were restricted to the calcarine sulcus, cerebellum, superior frontal gyrus, and anterior cingulate gyrus. Other studies typically focus on the FG and compare areas that respond more to bodies than to objects with areas that respond more to faces than to objects, rather than a direct comparison between faces and bodies (Peelen & Downing, 2005; Schwarzlose et al., 2005; Spiridon et al., 2006). Using this indirect comparison approach, a previous study by Schwarzlose et al. (2005) found an effect of scanning resolution on the selectivity for either faces or bodies in the FG, with a positive correlation between selectivity and resolution. Their results showed a higher selectivity for faces in the FG, which corroborates the results of a subsequent study of the same lab (Spiridon et al., 2006) but shows the inverse pattern compared to van de Riet et al. (2009). This may be related to methodological issues, such as scanning parameters, the contrasts applied in the data analysis, and the different object categories that were presented.

Additionally, other issues hamper a direct comparison of faces and bodies. First, the face is only a part of an object (person), whereas a body (even with the facial area blurred) constitutes a complete object. This may play a role not only in the comparison of faces with objects but also in indirect comparisons: faces versus objects compared with bodies versus objects. Second, perception of faces allows a detailed and fine-grained analysis of the complex musculature of the face, whereas bodies are generally covered with clothing, which may conceal important information about muscle tension, especially when dealing with emotional expressions. Also, the presence of clothing implies perception of man-made objects, whereas faces are typically presented in isolation.
**Body action**

There are more dimensions of information conveyed by bodies than their category identity. An important aspect is the action shown by the body. Using repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) in healthy individuals, Urgesi, Calvo-Merino, Haggard, and Aglioti (2007) showed that interference with the EBA impairs the discrimination of bodily forms and interference with the ventral premotor cortex impairs the discrimination of bodily actions. This finding was later confirmed by a lesion study investigating body perception in a prosopagnosic patient (Moro et al., 2008). This double dissociation suggests that whereas the EBA mainly processes body identity, the premotor cortex is crucial for visual discriminations of actions (Moro et al., 2008; see also Taylor et al., 2007; Urgesi et al., 2007). Urgesi et al. (2007) suggested that bodies are processed in two pathways: the frontoparietal mirror network contributes to configural processing of bodies, while the body shapes are processed in the EBA. This is in line with other models of body processing (Taylor et al., 2007) and fMRI evidence for the processing of body action within the mirror neuron framework (Pobric & Hamilton, 2006; Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004). Vangeneugden, Peelen, Tadin, and Battelli (2014) confirmed the role of the EBA in body form discrimination using TMS and in addition showed that the posterior STS also seems to play a role in body motion discrimination. Since the STS receives input from both dorsal and ventral streams, it is a likely candidate for form-motion integration (Mather, Pavan, Bellacosa Marotti, Campana, & Casco, 2013). Moreover, the posterior STS seems to play an important role in not only social perception, including biological motion, but also other social signals such as emotions, as discussed in the succeeding text (Lahtakoski et al., 2012). The close link between action and bodies is further confirmed by Bracci and Peelen (2013), who showed that body effectors and object effectors share common representations in the LOTC and parietal cortex. These fMRI results suggest that part of the hierarchical structure incorporates body–object relations.

**Emotional body perception**

Although part of social signaling is done through action representations, another natural part of social interaction is emotion conveyance. Similar to studies that reported emotional modulation of face-specific areas, like the FFA and OFA (e.g., Breiter et al., 1996; van de Riet et al., 2009; Vuilleumier, Armony, Driver, & Dolan, 2001), other studies have explored the effects of the presence of emotional information on activation levels of body areas in the brain. The first study addressing this issue focused on the FG and amygdala (AMG) and found an increased activation for fearful bodies compared with instrumental bodies in both areas (Hadjikhani & de Gelder, 2003). This result was very similar to the most frequently observed result for faces and is consistent with an AMG–FG connection. In a follow-up experiment, whole brain activation to fearful, happy, and neutral body expressions was compared (de Gelder, Snyder, Greve, Gerard, & Hadjikhani, 2004). A major finding of that study was the involvement of motor areas in the perception of emotional body expressions. Similar results were obtained in a study that directly compared neutral and emotional faces and bodies (van de Riet et al., 2009). Emotional bodies activated cortical and subcortical motor-related structures, such as the inferior frontal gyrus, caudate nucleus, and putamen. These motor areas were not active for emotional faces. Whether EBA is also modulated by emotion remains uncertain. Although no difference was observed between neutral and emotional bodies using static body images (Lamm & Decety, 2008; van de Riet et al., 2009), several findings suggest that the EBA is doing much more than merely processing body parts. First, rTMS over EBA reduced aesthetic sensitivity for body stimuli relative to rTMS over VPMC, and the absence of such a difference for nonbody stimuli suggests that EBA is involved in the aesthetic evaluation of body stimuli (Calvo-Merino, Urgesi, Orgs, Aglioti, & Haggard, 2010). Second, emotion modulation in both EBA and FBA has been observed in studies that use dynamic body expressions (Grèzes et al., 2007; Peelen, Atkinson, Andersson, & Vuilleumier, 2007; Pichon, de Gelder, & Grèzes, 2008). Third, EBA also shows increased activation level when observers are watching a fear-inspiring visual scene, like a damaged car or a house on fire that does not show any people in it (Sinke, Van den Stock, Goebel, & de Gelder, 2012).

The (posterior) STS also plays a role in emotional body perception and the perception of other social signals. Peelen et al. (2010) found modality-independent multivoxel patterns for faces, bodies, and houses that showed emotion-specific responses. Similarly, using natural stimuli, Lahtakoski et al. (2012) uncovered responses to a.o. emotion and bodies in the posterior STS. Also in monkeys, socially relevant bodily emotions are processed in the STS (de Gelder & Partan, 2009).

**The Temporal Dynamics of Body Perception**

Despite the growing number of fMRI studies on body perception, there are many questions on its underlying neural mechanisms that remain unanswered. For example, to understand whether body images are processed first part by part in the EBA and then later – as a whole integrated stimulus – in FG, one needs to understand the time course of activation of the regions involved. In general, it is difficult to form a proper functional neural model without a better understanding of the time course of activity in the cortical areas. Such information on timing in human brain processes should come from electrophysiological studies, while hemodynamic responses do not provide direct information about fast-changing temporal dynamics of perception. While the neurophysiology of face processing in humans has been extensively studied with the use of electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG), information on the timing of activation during body perception is still very scarce. Here, we will review evidence on the temporal signature of body perception though EEG and MEG.

**Evidence from EEG**

By far, the most useful information on the time course of body-selective processing in the human brain has been obtained from noninvasive electrophysiological recordings. Overall, a strong suggestion from the available studies is that the event-related potentials (ERPs) for face and body perception show
several similarities (Gliga & Dehaene-Lambertz, 2005; Meeren et al., 2005; Righart & de Gelder, 2007; Stekelenburg & de Gelder, 2004; Thierry et al., 2006). For example, ERPs for faces as well as for bodies show a P1 and a prominent N1 component with similar scalp topography (Stekelenburg & de Gelder, 2004). The N1, best known as the ‘N170 for face perception,’ a negative deflection at occipitotemporal electrodes peaking between 140 and 220 ms poststimulus onset, presumably reflects the structural encoding of the visual stimulus (Bentin, Allison, Puce, Perez, & McCarthy, 1996; Eimer, 2000b). The mean peak latency of the N1 component for body processing has been found to range between 154 and 228 ms after stimulus onset and is sometimes referred to as the N190 (Gliga & Dehaene-Lambertz, 2005; Meeren et al., 2005; Minnebusch & Daam, 2009; Righart & de Gelder, 2005; Stekelenburg & de Gelder, 2004; Thierry et al., 2006; van Heijnsbergen, Meeren, Grèzes, & de Gelder, 2007). These initial findings seem to suggest that the structural processing of faces and bodies takes place in approximately the same time window.

When looking at these time courses in more detail and comparing them directly between faces and bodies, the peak latency of the N170 for whole human bodies that include heads but with the face masked was found to be faster than that for faces (Meeren et al., 2005; Righart & de Gelder, 2007; Stekelenburg & de Gelder, 2004). However, when headless bodies are presented, the N170 response seems delayed and becomes slower than that for faces (Gliga & Dehaene-Lambertz, 2005; Thierry et al., 2006). When analyzed at a higher spatial resolution, the body and face N170 showed a different spatial pattern, in both their potential distribution on the scalp (Gliga & Dehaene-Lambertz, 2005) and their corresponding source localizations in the brain (Thierry et al., 2006). However, as pointed out earlier, it is potentially misleading to compare directly within a single design what the temporal signature is of stimulus categories with very different physical properties. The ERP signal can be sensitive to such physical stimulus differences, and direct comparisons between faces and bodies may be misleading. For this reason, some studies adopted the approach to use the inverted presentation of each stimulus category as the marker for comparison. Adopting that criterion, the inversion effect is of the same magnitude for faces and bodies (Stekelenburg & de Gelder, 2004). A study by Bauer and Suchan (2013) confirmed earlier findings that inverted faces and bodies elicited stronger amplitudes of N170 and delayed behavioral responses compared with upright faces and bodies. Moreover, they found that stimulus distortion disrupts the body, but not the face inversion effect, hinting at different processing pathways for both types of stimuli.

One can imagine many more ways of measuring specific aspects of bodies and body expressions and how they influence the P1, the N170, and the VPP. A glance at the ERP–face literature illustrates the wide range of possibilities that have been attempted in the domain of faces. Notably, a recent study continued exploration of the N170 as a marker of a.o. body-sensitive processing (Hietanen & Nummenmaa, 2011). They explored the role of nude over clothed bodies by comparing responses to nude bodies, bodies wearing swimsuits, clothed bodies, faces, and cars. All types of human stimuli evoked greater N170 responses than the cars. The N170 amplitude was larger to opposite and same-sex nude versus clothed bodies. Moreover, the N170 amplitude increased linearly as the amount of clothing decreased from full clothing via swimsuits to nude bodies. Strikingly, the N170 response to nude bodies was even greater than that to faces, and the N170 amplitude to bodies was independent of whether the face of the bodies was visible or not.

**Evidence from MEG**

The time window within which the N170 is measured offers just one view on the underlying processes of body perception. The information it provides does not directly tell us much about the neural basis of these processes. For example, there may be different underlying neural generators for face and body perception in what looks like one and the same N170 time window. Another noninvasive technique that may be better suited to provide information on the time course of body perception and its underlying sources is MEG. Since gathering and analyzing MEG data are more complex than EEG, and MEG machines are less available than fMRI scanners, little MEG studies have been performed on body perception thus far. However, source analyses for MEG are much more precise than EEG and can provide valuable information to link temporal and spatial information from EEG and fMRI studies, respectively. To date, there is only one EEG study on the body N170 that employed source localization (Thierry et al., 2006), showing largely overlapping source maps for bodies and faces in the right posterior extrastriate cortex. However, it remains difficult to interpret these localization results, since they lack spatial accuracy and specificity. As the authors state, the contribution of neural generators to the N170 and N190 still has to be explored further.

A study by Ishizu et al. (2010) provides clarification on the sources of the body N170. In this MEG study, neural responses to faces, bodies, and objects were compared. The results revealed a P100 component that was equally responsive to all categories and an N170 for faces and N190 for bodies. They localized the N190 to body perception in the right-dominated middle temporal gyrus (approximately EBA). The N170s to face and object perception were localized in clearly separate regions in, respectively, the posterior inferior IT and posterior middle temporal gyrus. These results were further confirmed by another study that compared evoked responses to faces, bodies, and control stimuli and modeled its underlying sources (Meeren, de Gelder, Ahlfors, Hämäläinen, & Hadjikhani, 2013). Differences were found in face and body processing networks. Activity to face images peaked around 140 ms poststimulus and recruited a widespread distributed network of cortical areas involving early activation of the LOC, LOTC, and VTC (including the functional areas of the OFA and the FFA), corresponding to the time window of the visual analysis and structural encoding of the stimulus (Eimer, 2000a, 2000b). In contrast, around 150 ms bodies activate a much more restricted area in the LOTC (including the functional area of the EBA), suggesting that the main area for the visual analysis of bodies is the EBA and not the FBA. Extensive body-selective cortical activation occurred at later latencies in dorsal, frontal, and temporal regions, with the OFC showing significant body-selective responses after 200 ms after stimulus
onset and the VTC and LTC after 500 ms latency. These MEG results suggest that the hemodynamic activation of the FBA by bodies found in fMRI studies (Hadjikhanjani & de Gelder, 2003; Peelen & Downing, 2005; Schwarzlose et al., 2005; Spiridon et al., 2006; van de Riet et al., 2009) may in fact reflect later stages of visual recognition and not the visual analysis per se.

Information on the onset and localization of inversion effects of faces and bodies was provided by an MEG study of Meeren, Hadjikhanjani, Ahlfors, Hamalainen, and de Gelder (2008). Both faces and bodies showed early inversion effects between 70 and 100 ms post stimulus, with larger responses for the inverted images. Interestingly, the cortical distribution of this early inversion effect was highly category-specific. For faces, it was found in well-known face-selective regions (e.g., the right inferior occipital gyrus and mid-FG), whereas for bodies, it was found in the medial parietal areas. Hence, whereas face inversion influences early activity in face-selective regions in the ventral stream, body inversion makes a difference for activity in dorsal stream areas. This seems to suggest that there are different early cortical pathways for the perception of face and body images. Additionally, there may be different time courses of activation in the common or partly overlapping neural substrate of faces and bodies in the FG.

In conclusion, MEG has allowed us to shed a first light on the time courses of cortical areas involved in the visual perception of whole human bodies and their emotional expressions. Whereas the MEG findings provide evidence for a prominent role of the EBA in early body perception, so far, there is no evidence for an involvement of the FG/FBA during the visual perception stage. Instead, the results suggest a different possibly perceptual modulatory role for the FBA/FG. Future electrophysiological studies are needed with more diverse stimulus material and task demands to further investigate the cognitive response profile of the FBA. Direct cortical recordings from the temporal lobe in epileptic patients would be invaluable to further elucidate the time courses of the FG and lateral temporal lobe in body processing, while ingenious fMRI designs could further dissect the functional role of the FG in body processing. What has become clear is that face processing and body processing have their own unique activation pattern with qualitative differences in both the cortical and subcortical networks involved and their time evolution.

**Time Course of Developing Body Perception Skills**

In view of the classic claim that our emotional expressions have a solid evolutionary history, one expects that evidence for their perception and production can already be seen in the early stages of infancy. Many methods used to study normal adult body perception are obviously not ideal for developmental researchers. However, EEG measurements are a valuable method for studying neural dynamics in infants. These methods have been used frequently when studying early language perception or visual processes, like the perception of causality. In the domain of social signal perception, the investigation of face perception occupies the first place, while studies on body recognition in infants are very rare. Gliga and Dehaene-Lambertz (2007) showed that distorted body perception compared with intact body perception has an effect on the P400 in 3-month-old infants. These results suggest that configural body processing already takes place in 3-month-olds, although at a different time point compared to adults (N1). A preference for happy rather than neutral whole-body video clips is shown in 6.5-year-old infants. This preference disappeared when the images were shown upside down (Zieber, Kangas, Hock, & Bhatt, 2014). When viewing bodily actions, 14-month-old infants show mu synchronization over the sensorimotor cortex with specificity for hand versus foot actions (Saby, Meltzoff, & Marshall, 2013). As is often the case, the fact that time is needed for evidence of a skill to show does not directly prove that the skill needs learning or exposure. These and similar questions about nature versus nurture of basic social skills are difficult to answer. But on the face of it, and measured with techniques similar to those used in normal adults, there does indeed seem to be a change over time. Neither face nor voice or body expression recognition manifests itself before some months. Whether or not the behavioral manifestation of the skill is in fact dependent on or waiting for neural maturation remains an open question.

**Future Directions**

Research on the perception and experience of bodily expressions can be taken in a number of different directions. First of all, more electrophysiological work is needed to clarify the role of several prominent brain regions in body perception. Second, neuroimaging work could elaborate into the domain of natural neuroscience by replacing still picture with video clips, placing body expressions in natural and social contexts (Van den Stock, Vandebulcke, Sinke, & de Gelder, 2014), or, even more innovatively, studying actual interactions between two or more people. Moreover, studying integration between bodily expressions and auditory information, such as voices or music, can lead to a more comprehensive view on natural body perception.
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